The transitional zone and CNS regeneration.
Most nerves are attached to the neuraxis by rootlets. The CNS-PNS transitional zone (TZ) is that length of rootlet containing both central and peripheral nervous tissue. The 2 tissues are separated by a very irregular but clearly defined interface, consisting of the surface of the astrocytic tissue comprising the central component of the TZ. Central to this, myelin sheaths are formed by oligodendrocytes and the supporting tissue is astrocytic. Peripheral to it, sheaths are formed by Schwann cells which are enveloped in endoneurium. The features of transitional nodes are a composite of those of central and peripheral type. The interface is penetrated only by axons. It is absent at first. It is formed by growth of processes into the axon bundle from glial cell bodies around its perimeter. These form a barrier across the bundle which fully segregates prospectively myelinated axons. Rat spinal dorsal root TZs have been used extensively to study CNS axon regeneration. The CNS part of the TZ responds to primary afferent axon degeneration and to regenerating axons in ways which constitute a satisfactory model of the gliotic tissue response which occurs in CNS lesions. It undergoes gliosis and the gliotic TZ tissue expands distally along the root. In mature animals axons can regenerate satisfactorily through the endoneurial tubes of the root but cease growth on reaching the gliotic tissue. The general objective of experimental studies is to achieve axon regeneration from the PNS through this outgrowth and into the dorsal spinal cord. Since immature tissue has a greater capacity for regeneration than that of the adult, one approach includes the transplantation of embryonic or fetal dorsal root ganglia into the locus of an extirpated adult ganglion. Axons grow centrally from the transplanted ganglion cells and some enter the cord. Other approaches include alteration of the TZ environment to facilitate axon regeneration, for example, by the application of tropic, trophic, or other molecular factors, and also by transplantation of cultured olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs) into the TZ region. OECs, by association with growing axons, facilitate their extensive regeneration into the cord. Unusually, ventral motoneuron axons may undergo some degree of unaided CNS regeneration. When interrupted in the spinal cord white matter, some grow out to the ventral rootlet TZ and thence distally in the PNS. The DRTZ is especially useful for quantitative studies on regeneration. Since the tissue is anisometric, individual parameters such as axon numbers, axon size and glial ensheathment can be readily measured and compared in the CNS and PNS environments, thereby yielding indices of regeneration across the interface for different sets of experimental conditions.